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A new homological dimension, called G∗-dimension, is deﬁned for every ﬁnitely
generated module M over a local noetherian ring R. It is modeled on the
CI-dimension of Avramov, Gasharov, and Peeva and has parallel properties. In
particular, a ring R is Gorenstein if and only if every ﬁnitely generated R-module
has ﬁnite G∗-dimension. The G∗-dimension lies between the CI-dimension and the
G-dimension of Auslander and Bridger. This relation belongs to a longer sequence
of inequalities, where a strict inequality in any place implies equalities to its right
and left. Over general local rings, we construct classes of modules that show that
a strict inequality can occur at almost every place in the sequence.  2002 Elsevier
Science (USA)
0. INTRODUCTION
We study various homological dimensions, deﬁned for ﬁnitely generated
modules M over a commutative noetherian local ring R, and reﬁning the
classical projective dimension, pdRM .
One theme is given by a famous result of Auslander, Buchsbaum, and
Serre: the ring R is regular if and only if every ﬁnitely generated R-module
has a ﬁnite projective dimension. Auslander and Bridger [1] introduced a
notion of Gorenstein dimension, denoted G-dim. It has the same relation to
the Gorenstein property of R as the projective dimension has to its regular-
ity. A dimension for modules that corresponds to the complete intersection
property of rings was deﬁned by Avramov et al. [8]. It is called a com-
plete intersection dimension and is denoted CI-dim. Another dimension
which reﬂects the complete intersection property of the ring was deﬁned
by Gerko [14]. He calls it polynomial complete intersection dimension and
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denotes it by PCI-dim; for uniformity of notation, in this paper we call
it lower complete intersection dimension and denote it by CI∗-dim. Also
Gerko [14] introduced a dimension, called the Cohen–Macaulay dimension,
denoted CM-dim, that reﬂects the Cohen–Macaulay property of rings.
A ﬁrst goal of the paper is to introduce and study a new dimension,
called upper Gorenstein dimension or G∗-dimension, denoted G∗-dim. It is
modeled on the CI-dimension and has the expected basic properties parallel
to those of the CI-dimension. In particular, the ring R is Gorenstein if and
only if every ﬁnitely generated R-module M has ﬁnite G∗-dimension. For
each ﬁnite module M over a noetherian ring R, G∗-dimRM ﬁts into the
following scheme of inequalities
CM-dimRM ≤ G-dimRM ≤
{
CI∗-dimRM
G∗-dimRM
}
≤ CI-dimRM ≤ pdRM
If one of these dimensions is ﬁnite, then it is equal to those to its left. The
statements not involving G∗-dimension are proved in [1, 8, 14].
A second goal of the paper is to demonstrate that the homological dimen-
sions described above can be used effectively to distinguish between mod-
ules over general local rings. More precisely, we prove the following result.
Main Theorem. Let Q n be a local ring, let J be an ideal of Q con-
tained in n2, and let R = Q/J. The following hold:
(1) If J is a perfect, not complete intersection, and grade J = 2, then
there exist R-modules M with
0 = CM-dimRM < G-dimRM = ∞
(2) If J is a Gorenstein, not complete intersection, and grade J = 3,
then there exist R-modules M with
0 = G∗-dimRM < CI∗-dimRM = ∞
(3) If J is a complete intersection and grade J ≥ 1, then there exist
R-modules M with
0 = CI-dimRM < pdRM = ∞
If, furthermore Q is an algebra over a ﬁeld l, then the following also hold.
(4) If depthQ ≥ 4, then there exists a perfect ideal J with grade J = 4
and an R-module M with
0 = CI∗-dimRM < CI-dimRM = ∞
(5) If cardl > 3 and depthQ ≥ 5, then there exists a Gorenstein ideal
J with grade J = 5 and an R-module M with
0 = G∗-dimRM = CI∗-dimRM < CI-dimRM = ∞
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The proof is given in Sections 4 and 5. Part (3) is already known; see [8,
(3.1)], but the proof here is different. Part (4) answers a question of Gerko
[14, (2.9)]. We do not know whether there exist a ring R and an R-module
M with G-dimRM < G∗-dimRM or with CI∗-dimRM < G
∗-dimRM . A
positive answer to the second question would give a positive answer to the
ﬁrst one; a good candidate for this could be a ring and a module constructed
for Part (4).
The idea used in proving the main theorem is the following. From a
suitable polynomial ring deﬁned over  or over a ﬁeld l we construct, by
factoring out a suitable ideal, a ring B characterized by the ﬁniteness of
the ﬁrst homological dimension. We then choose a B-module for which
the second dimension is ﬁnite. Techniques from the Section 3 allow us to
construct from this B-module, an R-module preserving both homological
dimensions.
In Section 1 we recall deﬁnitions and results needed in the rest of the
paper. In Section 2 we introduce and study G∗-dimension. In Section 3 we
study the behavior of homological dimensions under certain types of change
of rings.
1. HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS
All rings considered are commutative and noetherian. In this section
Rm k denotes a local ring R with maximal ideal m and residue ﬁeld
k = R/m. The embedding dimension of R, denoted edimR, is the mini-
mal number of generators of the maximal ideal m. We set codepthR =
edimR− depthR.
Let M denote a ﬁnitely generated R-module. The n’th Betti number of
M over R is deﬁned by βRn M = rankkExtnRMk. The Poincare´ series
of M over R is the formal power series
PRMt =
∞∑
n=0
βRn Mtn
The complexity of M is deﬁned by Avramov [3] as
cxRM = inf
{
d ∈ 
∣∣∣∣∣ there exists a nonzero constant asuch that βRn M ≤ and−1 for n
 0
}

We recall the deﬁnitions of various homological dimensions for
R-modules. They are of two types. The ﬁrst type is deﬁned in terms
of lengths of resolutions by modules of a certain class whose members
are declared to have homological dimension 0. The second type is deﬁned
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in terms of homological dimensions of the ﬁrst kind, over an appropriate
deformation of some ﬂat extension of R. We set ∗ = HomR  R.
The module M has G-dimension 0 if the following conditions are
satisﬁed:
(i) M ∼=M∗ ∗.
(ii) ExtiRMR = 0, for all i > 0.
(iii) ExtiRM∗ R = 0, for all i > 0.
The Gorenstein dimension of M , deﬁned by Auslander and Bridger [1]
and denoted G-dimRM , is the least number n for which there exists an
exact sequence
0 −→ Gn −→ Gn−1 −→ · · · −→ G0 −→M −→ 0
where Gi has G-dimension 0 for i = 0     n.
In [14] Gerko introduces a lower complete intersection dimension, denoted
CI∗-dimRM , as the least number n for which there exists an exact sequence
0 −→ Gn −→ Gn−1 −→ · · · −→ G0 −→M −→ 0
where G-dimR Gi = 0 and cxR Gi <∞ for i = 0     n.
The following property follows by induction on CI∗-dimRM .
(1.1) CI∗-dimRM <∞ if and only if G∗-dimRM <∞ and cxRM <∞.
The grade of an R-module M is deﬁned by the formula
gradeM = infi  ExtiRMR = 0
When I is an ideal of R, abusing notation, we write gradeR I or grade I to
denote the grade of the R-module R/I. The following equality is proved in
[1, p. 95]:
(1.2) If G-dimRM <∞ then G-dimRM = supn  ExtiRMR = 0.
From the deﬁnition of grade and (1.2) we see that:
(1.3) If M = 0, then there is an inequality gradeRM ≤ G-dimRM .
An R-module module M is called perfect (respectively, G-perfect) if
gradeRM = pdRM (respectively, gradeRM = G-dimRM.
Let Q be a local ring and J an ideal of Q. Abusing terminology, we
say that J is perfect (respectively, G-perfect) if the Q-module Q/J has the
corresponding property. The ideal J is called Gorenstein if it is perfect and
β
Q
g Q/J = 1 for g = gradeQ J. The following property of grade is from
[6, (2.7)].
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(1.4) Let Q be a ring, let J be an ideal of ﬁnite projective dimension,
and set R = Q/J. For every R-module M there are inequalities
gradeRM + gradeQ R ≤ gradeQM ≤ gradeRM + pdQ R
which become equalities when J is perfect.
We say that R has a CI-deformation (respectively, G-deformation) if there
exists a local ring Q and a complete intersection (respectively, G-perfect)
ideal J in Q such that R = Q/J. A CI-quasi-deformation (respectively,
G-quasi-deformation) of R is a diagram of local homomorphisms R →
R′ ← Q with R → R′ a ﬂat extension and Q → R′ a CI-deformation
(respectively, G-deformation). We set M ′ =M ⊗R R′.
The complete intersection dimension of M is deﬁned by Avramov et al. [8]
by the formula
CI-dimRM = inf
{
pdQM
′ − pdQ R′
∣∣∣∣ R→ R′ ← Q is aCI-quasi-deformation
}

The Cohen–Macaulay dimension of M is introduced by Gerko [14] by the
formula
CM-dimRM = inf
{
G-dimQM
′ −G-dimQ R′
∣∣∣∣ R→ R′ ← Q is aG-quasi-deformation
}

For the sake of uniformity of notation, we sometimes write P-dimRM
for the classical projective dimension. We then have notions of homological
dimension of M , denoted H-dimRM , for H = P, CI, CI∗, G, or CM. We
say that R has property (H) with H = P (respectively, CI, CI∗, G, or CM),
when R is regular (respectively, complete intersection, complete intersec-
tion, Gorenstein, Cohen–Macaulay).
The next four assertions are classical for H = P.
(1.5) If H-dimRM <∞, then H-dimRM + depthRM = depthR.
For proofs see [8, (1.4)] (respectively, [14, (2.7), 1, (4.13.b), 14, (3.8)])
when H = CI (respectively, CI∗, G, CM).
(1.6) For each n ≥ 0 there is an equality
H-dimRSyz
R
n M = maxH-dimRM − n 0
A proof for H = CI is given in [8, (1.9.1)]; similar arguments work for
H = CI∗, G, CM.
(1.7) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The ring R has property (H).
(ii) H-dimRM <∞ for every R-module M .
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(iii) H-dimRM = 0 for every R-moduleM with depthRM ≥ depthR.
(iv) H-dimR k = depthR.
(v) H-dimR k <∞.
For proofs of (i) ⇐⇒ (ii) ⇐⇒ (v) see [8, (1.3)] (respectively, [14, (2.5)],
[1, (4.20)], [14, (3.9)]) when H = CI (respectively, CI∗, G, CM). For (ii)
⇒ (iii) use 1.5 and for (iii) ⇒ (iv) use the Depth Lemma [4, (1.2.6)] and
1.6.
(1.8) If R→ R′ is a local ﬂat extension and M ′ =M ⊗R R′, then
H-dimRM ≤ H-dimR′ M ′
with equality when H = P, CI∗, or G.
For a proof when H = CI see [8, (1.13)(1)]; a similar proof works for
H = CM. For a proof when H = G see [5, (4.1.4)]; using, in addition, [4,
(4.2.5)(2)] and (1.9) below, we get the equality for H = CI∗.
It follows from [14, (3.2)], by deﬁnition, from [14, (2.6)], and from
[8, (1.4)] that the different homological dimensions above are related as
follows:
(1.9) There are inequalities
CM-dimRM ≤ G-dimRM ≤ CI∗-dimRM ≤ CI-dimRM ≤ pdRM
and if one of these dimensions is ﬁnite, then it is equal to those to its left.
We recall one further property of G-dimension, which is a consequence
of [15, Prop. 5] (cf. also [5, (7.11)]).
(1.10) If R = Q/J, where Q is a local ring and J is a Gorenstein ideal,
then G-dimQM <∞ if and only if G-dimRM <∞; when this holds,
G-dimRM + pdQ R = G-dimQM
2. UPPER GORENSTEIN DIMENSION
In this section Rm k is a local ring and M is a ﬁnitely generated
R-module.
We say that R has a Gorenstein deformation1 if there exist a local ring
Q and a Gorenstein ideal J in Q such that R = Q/J. A Gorenstein quasi-
deformation of R is a diagram of local homomorphisms R→ R′ ← Q, with
R → R′ a ﬂat extension and R′ ← Q a Gorenstein deformation. We set
1This should not be confused with the G-deformation used in Section 1.
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M ′ =M ⊗R R′ and deﬁne the upper Gorenstein dimension of the R-module
M by the formula
G∗-dimRM = inf
{
pdQM
′ − pdQ R′
∣∣∣∣ R→ R′ ← Q is aGorenstein quasi-deformation
}

Remark 2.1. CM-dimension and G∗-dimension are two possible varia-
tions on the deﬁnition of CI-dimensions. Another way to modify the deﬁ-
nition of CM-dimension is to restrict to quasi-deformations R→ R′ ← Q
such that the G-perfect Q-module R′ satisﬁes ExtQg R′Q ∼= R′ for g =
gradeQ R
′. However, it follows from (1.10) that the number deﬁned in such
a way is precisely the G-dimension of the module. Another variation is to
replace in the deﬁnition of CI-dimension the CI-deformation by perfect
deformation. This one has not been explored yet.
We say that the quasi-deformation R → R′ ← Q is embedded
if edim R′ = edimQ. The deﬁnition set for G∗-dimension can be restricted
to the set of embedded Gorenstein quasi-deformations.
Proposition 2.2. There is an equality
G∗-dimRM = inf
{
pdQM
′ − pdQ R′
∣∣∣∣R→ R′ ← Q is an embeddedGorenstein quasi-deformation
}

Proof. Let R → R′ ← Q be a Gorenstein quasi-deformation and set
M ′ = M ⊗R R′. It is enough to construct an embedded Gorenstein quasi-
deformation R → R′ ← Q with the property that pdQM ′ is ﬁnite if and
only if pdQM
′ is ﬁnite.
We may assume R′ = Q/J, where Q n k is a local ring and J is a
Gorenstein ideal of grade g. If J ⊆ n2, then m/m2 ∼= n/n2 as k-vector spaces
and hence edim R′ = edimQ. Assume J ⊆ n2. Since pdQ R′ is ﬁnite we have
g ≥ 1, cf. [11, (1.4.7)], so by prime avoidance there exists a regular element
f ∈ J\n2. Set Q = Q/f . From [4, (3.3.5(1))] we obtain that pdQM ′ is
ﬁnite if and only if pdQM
′ is ﬁnite. By induction on rankkJ/J ∩ n2,
it is enough to prove that J = J/f  is a Gorenstein ideal in Q. Since f
is regular, we clearly have gradeR′ R′/J = g − 1, where R′ = Q/J ∼= R′.
Furthermore, from [4, (3.3.5(1))] we get
P
Q
R′ t =
P
Q
R′ t
1+ t 
It follows that pdQ R
′ = pdQ R′ − 1 = g − 1, and β
Q
g−1R′ = βQg R′ = 1,
so the ideal J of R′ is Gorenstein.
The results of this section show that G∗-dimension has properties similar
to those of the homological dimensions discussed in Section 1.
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Lemma 2.3. If R → R′ ← Q is a Gorenstein quasi-deformation with
pdQM
′ <∞, then
pdQM
′ − pdQ R′ = depthR− depthRM
Proof. From the Auslander–Buchsbaum equality we obtain
pdQM
′ − pdQ R′ = depthQ− depthQM ′ − depthQ− depthQ R′
= depthR′ − depthR′M ′
Since R→ R′ is a ﬂat extension, by [11, (1.2.16)] we have
depthR′ = depthR+ depthR′ R′/mR′
depthR′M
′ = depthRM + depthR′ R′/mR′
Combining the equalities above, we obtain the desired result.
Proposition 2.4. If G∗-dimRM < ∞, then G∗-dimRM + depthRM =
depthR.
Proof. By hypothesis there exists a Gorenstein quasi-deformation R→
R′ ← Q with pdQM ′ < ∞, so the result follows from the deﬁnition of
G∗-dimension and Lemma 2.3.
Proposition 2.5. For each n ≥ 0 there is an equality
G∗-dimR Syz
R
n M = maxG∗-dimRM − n 0
Proof. Let R → R′ ← Q be a Gorenstein quasi-deformation and set
M ′ = M ⊗R R′. Since R → R′ is ﬂat, we have SyzR
′
n M ′ ∼= SyzRn M ⊗R
R′; hence pdQM
′ < ∞ if and only if pdQ SyzR
′
n M ′ < ∞. It follows that
G∗-dimRM < ∞ if and only if G∗-dimR SyzRn M < ∞, so we can assume
G∗-dimRM <∞. By Proposition 2.4 it is enough to show that
depthR Syz
R
n M = mindepthRM + n depthR for 0 ≤ n ≤ pdRM
We induce on n. First, we remark that depthR Syz
R
n M ≤ depthR for all
0 ≤ n ≤ pdRM , cf. Proposition 2.4. For n = 0 the equality is trivial. For
n = 1 we apply the depth lemma, cf., e.g., [4, (1.2.6)]. The induction step
for 2 ≤ n ≤ pdRM follows from the same lemma.
Proposition 2.6. There are inequalities
G-dimRM ≤ G∗-dimRM ≤ CI-dimRM
with equality to the left of any ﬁnite dimension.
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Proof. For the ﬁrst inequality we may assume G∗-dimRM < ∞. In
this case, there exists a Gorenstein quasi-deformation R → R′ ← Q with
pdQM
′ < ∞, where M ′ = M ⊗R R′. From (1.9) and (1.10) we conclude
that G-dimR′ M ′ is ﬁnite. Since R → R′ is ﬂat, this implies G-dimRM <
∞, cf. (1.8). The equality G-dimRM = G∗-dimRM follows from Proposi-
tion 2.4 and (1.5) with H = G.
Since any CI-deformation is a Gorenstein deformation, the second
inequality is clear. When CI-dimRM < ∞, the equality G∗-dimRM =
CI-dimRM follows from Proposition 2.4 and (1.5) with H = CI.
Proposition 2.7. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The ring R is Gorenstein.
(ii) G∗-dimRM <∞ for every R-module M .
(iii) G∗-dimRM = 0 for every R-module M with depthRM ≥ depthR.
(iv) G∗-dimR k = depthR.
(v) G∗-dimR k <∞.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let R̂ be the completion of R with respect to the
maximal ideal. Since R is Gorenstein, so is R̂. By Cohen’s structure theorem
R̂ is isomorphic to Q/J, where Q is a regular ring. Since R̂ is Gorenstein
and Q is regular, J is perfect; hence J is Gorenstein, cf. [11, p. 120]. Thus
R→ R̂← Q is a Gorenstein quasi-deformation. Since Q is regular, pdQ M̂
is ﬁnite so G∗-dimRM is ﬁnite.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) follows applying Proposition 2.4 to the R-module M .
(iii) ⇒ (iv) by [11, (1.3.7)] we have
depthR Syz
R
n k ≥ minn depth R
In particular, if we choose n ≥ depthR we get G∗-dimR SyzRn k = 0. Thus,
by Proposition 2.5, G∗-dimR k = depthR.
(iv) ⇒ (v) is trivial.
(v) ⇒ (i) follows from Proposition 2.6 and from (1.7) with H = G.
Proposition 2.8. If R→ R′ is a local ﬂat extension and M ′ =M ⊗R R′,
then
G∗-dimRM ≤ G∗-dimR′ M ′
with equality when G∗-dimR′ M ′ is ﬁnite.
Proof. We may assume G∗-dimR′M ′ <∞. Let R′ → R′′ ← Q be a
Gorenstein quasi-deformation with pdQM
′′ <∞, where M ′′ = M ′ ⊗R′ R′′.
Since R → R′ and R′ → R′′ are ﬂat extensions, the homomorphism
R → R′′ is also ﬂat, so R → R′′ ← Q is a Gorenstein quasi-deformation
with pdQM ⊗R R′′ < ∞. It follows that G∗-dimRM is ﬁnite. Using
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Proposition 2.6, Property 1.8 with H = G, and again Proposition 2.6, we
obtain equalities
G∗-dimRM = G-dimRM = G-dimR′ M ′ = G∗-dimR′ M ′
which ﬁnishes the proof.
The next lemma, as well as Lemma 2.11, are accepted results. We provide
their proofs because we have not been able to ﬁnd adequate references.
Lemma 2.9. Let Q be a local ring and J a Gorenstein ideal with grade
J = g. For every prime ideal q containing J, the ideal Jq of Qq is Gorenstein
of grade g.
Proof. Since the ideal J is perfect, the inequalities
grade J ≤ grade Jq ≤ pdQqQq/Jq ≤ pdQQ/J
become equalities, so Jq is perfect. Localizing a minimal free resolution F
of Q/J at q we obtain a resolution Fq of Qq/Jq, which has length g. Thus
1 ≤ βQqg Qq/Jq ≤ rankQqFgq = βQg Q/J = 1
so the ideal Jq is Gorenstein.
Proposition 2.10. For each prime ideal p ∈ SuppRM there is an
inequality
G∗-dimRp Mp ≤ G∗-dimRM
Proof. We may assume that G∗-dimRM is ﬁnite. Let R → R′ ← Q be
a Gorenstein quasi-deformation with pdQM
′ < ∞, where M ′ = M ⊗R R′.
Since R→ R′ is a faithfully ﬂat extension of rings, there exists a prime p′ in
R′ lying over p. Let q be the inverse image of p′ in Q. The map Rp → R′p′ is
ﬂat, and by Lemma 2.9 the map R′p′ ← Qq is a Gorenstein deformation, so
we see that Rp → R′p′ ← Qq is a Gorenstein quasi-deformation. Lemma 2.9
also gives pdQqR
′
q = pdQ R′, so we obtain
G∗-dimRp Mp = pdQqMp ⊗Rp R′p′  − pdQqR′q
≤ pdQM ′ − pdQ R′
= G∗-dimRM
Thus, the desired inequality follows.
Lemma 2.11. Let Q be a local ring, let J ⊂ I be ideals of Q, and set
R = Q/J. If J and I/J are Gorenstein ideals in Q and R, respectively, then I
is a Gorenstein ideal in Q.
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Proof. Set g = gradeQ R and h = gradeR Q/I. The change of rings
spectral sequence
Enm2 = ExtnRQ/IExtmQRk ⇒ Extn+mQ Q/I k
and the isomorphisms
ExtiQRk = 0 for i > g and ExtgQRk ∼= k
ExtiRQ/I k = 0 for i > h and ExthRQ/I k ∼= k
yield isomorphisms
ExtiQQ/I k = 0 for i > g + h and
Extg+hQ Q/I k ∼= ExthRQ/IExtgQRk ∼= ExthRQ/I k ∼= k
Thus, pdQ Q/I= g+h and βg+hQ Q/I= 1. On the other hand, gradeQQ/I=
g + h by (1.4). Therefore, the ideal I is Gorenstein of grade g + h.
Proposition 2.12. Let x be a sequence of elements in m, which is
R-regular and M-regular, and set R = R/x and M = M/xM . There is
then an inequality
G∗-dimR M ≤ G∗-dimRM
with equality when G∗-dimRM is ﬁnite.
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition for x = x with x an
R-regular and M-regular element. We may assume G∗-dimRM <∞ and
choose a Gorenstein quasi-deformation R → R′ ← Q with pdQM ′ < ∞,
where M ′ =M ⊗R R′. Thus, R′ = Q/J, where J is a Gorenstein ideal.
We construct a Gorenstein quasi-deformation of R. Choose y ∈ Q map-
ping to x ∈ R′. Since x is R-regular, it is also R′-regular due to the ﬂatness
of R′ as an R-module. Set I = y + J and note that I/J = xR′ is a Goren-
stein ideal of R′. By Lemma 2.11 the ideal I is Gorenstein. Set R′ = Q/I,
and note that R→ R′ is ﬂat because R→ R′ is ﬂat; thus R→ R′ ← Q is
a Gorenstein quasi-deformation of R.
Next we show pdQ M ⊗R R′ <∞. We have isomorphisms
M ⊗R R′ ∼= M ⊗R R⊗R R′ ∼= M ⊗R R′
Since x is M-regular and R → R′ is ﬂat, the sequence 0 → M x→ M →
M → 0 is exact and induces an exact sequence 0 → M ′ x→ M ′ → M ⊗R
R′ → 0. From the second sequence we obtain M ⊗R R′ ∼= M ′/xM ′ and
pdQM ′/xM ′ = pdQM ′ + 1.
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The inequality G∗-dimR M <∞ follows. By Proposition 2.4 we have
G∗-dimRM = depthR− depthRM
G∗-dimR M = depth R− depthR M
Since x is R-regular and M-regular we also have
depthR = depth R+ 1
depthRM = depthR M + 1
The equalities above yield G∗-dimRM = G∗-dimR M .
3. CHANGE OF RINGS
In this section we study the behavior of homological dimensions under
certain types of change of rings.
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a local ring, I an ideal of A, set B = A/I, and
let β A → B denote the canonical projection. Let α A → Q be a local
homomorphism, set J = IQ and R = Q/J, and consider the commutative
diagram
A A⊗A Q Q
B B ⊗A Q R
α
β β⊗AQ
B⊗Aα
γ
Let L be a ﬁnitely generated B-module and assume the following hold
gradeQ J ≥ gradeA I depthB L ≥ depthB pdA L <∞ = pdB L
The ideal J of Q and the R-module M = L ⊗B R then have the following
properties.
(0) If I is perfect, then so is J and the module M is perfect over Q with
gradeQM = gradeQ R
PRMt = PBLt
0 = CM-dimRM < pdRM = ∞
(1) If I is perfect, Golod and not principal, then so is J and
0 = CM-dimRM < G-dimRM = ∞
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(2) If I is Gorenstein, then so is J and
0 = G∗-dimRM < pdRM = ∞
If, furthermore, cxB L = ∞, then
0 = G∗-dimRM < CI∗-dimRM = ∞
(3) If I is complete intersection, then so is J and
0 = CI-dimRM < pdRM = ∞
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need some preparation.
Let γ Q → R be a surjective homomorphism of local rings, and let k
denotes the residue ﬁeld of Q and R.
The homomorphism γ is called Golod if
PRk t =
P
Q
k t
1− tPQR t − 1

The homomorphism γ is called small if it induces an injective map
Torγ∗k k TorQ∗ k k → TorR∗ k k
(3.2) If γ is Golod, then it is small, c.f. [2, (3.5)].
An ideal J of Q is called Golod (respectively, small) if the natural pro-
jection Q→ Q/J, is Golod (respectively, small).
The ring R is called Golod if the canonical map Q→ R̂ is Golod, where
R̂ = Q/J is a Cohen presentation with regular ring Q and edimQ = edim R̂.
An R-module M is called inert by γ if
PRk tPQMt = PRMtPQk t
The following results are proved by Lescot [16, (6.1)(b); Lemma, p. 43].
(3.3) If γ is small and M is an R-module for which the induced map
Torγ∗Mk TorQ∗ Mk → TorR∗ Mk
is injective, then M is inert by γ.
(3.4) Let N = SyzR1 M. If γ is Golod and Torγi Mk is injective for
all i ≥ p, then Torγi Nk is injective for all i ≥ p− 1.
By [9, (3.5)(2)], if R is a Golod ring and not a hypersurface, then every
R-module M with G-dimRM <∞ has pdRM <∞. The idea of that proof
yields the more general result below.
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Proposition 3.5. Let Q be a local ring, J a Golod ideal of Q with 1 <
pdQ J <∞ and set R = Q/J. Let M be an R-module with pdQM = g <∞.
(1) If pdRM = ∞, then βRn+1M > βRn M for all n > g.
(2) If G-dimRM <∞, then pdRM <∞.
Proof. (1) Let γ denote the canonical map Q → R and set N =
SyzRg+1M. Since TorQi Mk = 0 for i > g, we can apply (3.4) inductively
to obtain the injectivity of Torγ∗Nk. From (3.2) and (3.3) we conclude
that N is inert by γ. We now have
PRk tPQN t = PRNtPQk t and PRk t =
P
Q
k t
1− t(PQR t − 1) 
Combining these equalities we obtain
PRNt =
P
Q
N t
1− t(PQR t − 1) 
Since pdQ R and pdQM are ﬁnite, so is pdQ N . The proof of [16, (6.5)]
shows that the last equality and the ﬁniteness of pdQ R and pdQ N imply
βRi+1N > βRi N for all i ≥ 0
Since βRn M = βRn−g−1N for all n > g, we obtain the desired conclusion.
(2) We may assume G-dimRM = 0. Suppose that pdRM is inﬁnite;
by [9, (8.4)] there exists an exact sequence of nonzero free modules
F = · · · −→ Fn+1
∂n+1−→ Fn
∂n→ Fn−1 −→ · · ·
with rank Fn = βRn M for n > 0 and ∂nFn ⊆ mFn−1 for all n ∈ . Set r =
rank F0, i = −1+ r + depthQ and N = Coker∂i. Since pdR N is inﬁnite,
from (1), we obtain βRn−i+1N > βRn−iN for n ≥ −r. Since rank Fn =
βRn−iN for n ≥ −r, we obtain
r = rank F0 > rank F−1 > rank F−2 > · · · > rank F−r > 0
This is impossible, so we conclude that pdRM is ﬁnite.
The next result is proved in [2, (5.6)].
(3.6) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 the following hold:
(1) If I is small, then so is J.
(2) If I is Golod, then so is J.
For the proof of (1)–(3) below, see [12, (3.5)]; (4) follows from (3).
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(3.7) Let A be a local ring, and L a perfect A-module of grade g. If Q
is an A-algebra and gradeQL⊗A Q ≥ g then the following hold:
(1) TorAn LQ = 0 for all n > 0.
(2) The Q-module L⊗A Q is perfect of grade g.
(3) If F is a minimal free resolution of L over A, then F ⊗A Q is a
minimal free resolution of L⊗A Q over Q.
(4) There is an equality PAL t = PQL⊗A Qt.
Proof of Theorem 31 Set g = gradeA I, and note that in all cases con-
sidered in the theorem the ideal I is perfect.
(0) Since gradeQ J ≥ gradeA I, the ideal J is perfect of grade g by
(3.7)(2). Using the Auslander–Buchsbaum equality, we obtain relations
pdA L = depthA− depthA L
≤ depthA− depthA B
= pdA B
= gradeA B
≤ gradeA L
which show that the A-module L is perfect of grade g. By (1.4) we have
gradeQM = gradeRM + gradeQ R
Since gradeQ R = g, we obtain gradeQM ≥ g. From (3.7)(2), we con-
clude that M is a perfect module over Q of grade g. From the Auslander–
Buchsbaum equality we then obtain
depthRM = depthQM
= depthQ− pdQM
= depthQ− g
= depthQ R
= depthR
Applying (3.7)(1) to the A-algebra Q and the perfect A-modules B and
L we obtain
TorAn BQ = 0 and TorAn LQ = 0 for all n > 0
From the change of rings spectral sequence
E2nm = TorBn LTorAmBQ ⇒ TorAn+mLQ
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we get TorBn LR ∼= TorAn LQ = 0 for all n > 0. Let G be a minimal
free resolution of L as B-module. Since B → R is a local map, G⊗B R is
a minimal free resolution of M over R; hence PBLt = PRMt; in particular
pdRM = ∞.
By (1.9), the module M has ﬁnite G-dimension over Q and the ideal J is
G-perfect. Thus, R← Q is a G-deformation, which gives CM-dimRM <∞.
We obtain CM-dimRM = 0 from (1.5) with H = CM.
(1) When I is Golod, J is also Golod by (3.6). Since I is perfect,
not principal and grade I = grade J, the ideal J is not principal. Assuming
G-dimRM < ∞, from Lemma 3.5, we obtain ∞ = pdRM < ∞, a contra-
diction.
In the remaining parts (2) and (3) of the theorem we need to show
0 = H-dimRM < pdRM = ∞
for H = G and CI. By (1.9) and (0), it is enough to prove H-dimRM <∞.
(2) Suppose that I is Gorenstein. The ideal J is perfect of grade g by
(0), and we have βAg A/I = βQg Q/J = 1 by (3.7)(4). Thus, the ideal J
is Gorenstein. The Gorenstein deformation R ← Q satisﬁes pdQM < ∞;
hence G∗-dimRM <∞.
If cxB L is inﬁnite, then cxRM is inﬁnite because P
B
Lt = PRMt
by (0). But cxRM = ∞ implies CI∗-dimRM = ∞, cf. (1.1). Therefore,
G∗-dimRM < CI∗-dimRM .
(3) Assume that I is generated by an A-regular sequence x1,
x2     xg. Since J = x1 x2     xgQ has grade ≥ g, the sequence
x1 x2     xg is Q-regular, so the ideal J is complete intersection. The
CI-deformation R← Q satisﬁes pdQM <∞; hence CI-dimRM <∞.
4. INFINITE HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS
In this section we prove the ﬁrst three parts of the main theorem stated
in the Introduction.
Throughout the section, Q n k denotes a local ring and J denotes an
ideal in Q contained in n2. We set R = Q/J and p = chark.
Part 1. If J is perfect, not complete intersection, with grade J = 2, then
there exist R-modules M with
0 = CM-dimRM < G-dimRM = ∞
Proof. By the Hilbert–Burch theorem [11, (1.4.17)], there exists a matrix
x = xij i=1  n+1
j=1  n
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with entries in n such that J = Inx, where Inx denotes the ideal gener-
ated by the n× n minors of the matrix x. Let
X = Xij  i = 1     n+ 1 j = 1     n
be a set of indeterminates over , and set A = !X"pX. Let α A→ Q
be the local homomorphism given by
αXij = xij for i = 1     n+ 1 and j = 1     n
Consider the n+ 1 × n matrix
X = Xij i=1  n+1
j=1  n
and I = InX. The ideal I is perfect of grade 2 cf. [11, (1.4.17)], and
IQ = J.
Set B = A/I. Since B is not regular, there exist nonfree maximal Cohen–
Macaulay B-modules L, cf. (1.7). Since grade I = 2 and B is not com-
plete intersection, I is Golod cf. [4, (5.3.4)]. The conclusion follows from
Theorem 3.1(3).
Part 2. If J is Gorenstein, not complete intersection, with grade J = 3,
then there exist R-modules M with
0 = G∗-dimRM < CI∗-dimRM = ∞
Proof. By the Buchsbaum–Eisenbud theorem [11, (3.4.1)(b)], for some
r ≥ 2, there exists an alternating matrix
x = xiji j=1 2r+1
with entries in n, such that J is generated by the Pfafﬁans of the matrices
obtained by deleting the i’th line and column of x for each i = 1     2r + 1.
Let
X = Xij  1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2r + 1
be a set of indeterminates over , and set A = !X"pX. Let α A→ Q
be the local homomorphism given by
αXij = xij for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2r + 1
Consider the 2r + 1 × 2r + 1 matrix
X = Xiji j=1  2r+1
with Xii = 0 and Xji = −Xij for j > i. Let I be the ideal generated by the
Pfafﬁans of the matrices obtained by deleting the i’th line and column of
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X for each i = 1     2r + 1. The ideal I is Gorenstein of grade 3 cf. [11,
(3.4.1)(a)], and IQ = J.
Set B = A/I. Since pdA B = 3, by the Auslander–Buchsbaum equality
we have
depthB = depthA− 3
By construction, A is a regular and an embedded deformation of B, so
codepthB = 3. The ring B is not complete intersection, so by (1.7), there
exist maximal Cohen–Macaulay B-modules L with CI-dimB L = ∞. Apply-
ing [3, (1.6.IV)] to the B-module L, we obtain cxB L = ∞. The conclusion
follows from Theorem 3.1(2).
Part 3. If J is complete intersection with grade J ≥ 1, then there exist
R-modules M with
0 = CI-dimRM < pdRM = ∞
Proof. Let a1     ag be a regular sequence generating J, let (x1    
xn) be a minimal system of generators of n and note that g ≤ n. Since
J ⊆ n2, we can write
ah =
n∑
i=1
yhixi for h = 1     g
where yhi ∈ n for i = 1     n and h = 1     g. Consider the following
sets of indeterminates over :
X = X1    Xn and Y = Yhi  h = 1     g i = 1     n
Set A = !XY "pXY  and let α A → Q be the local homomorphism
given by
αXi = xi and αYhi = yhi for h = 1     g and i = 1     n
Let I be the ideal of A generated by the elements
fh =
n∑
i=1
YhiXi for h = 1     g
Consider two sequences of elements in A. The ﬁrst one, denoted by y, is
given by the elements of the set
Yhi  h = 1     g i = 1     n and i = h
taken in an arbitrary order. The second one is
f = f1     fg
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It is clear that y is A-regular. Since
A/y ∼= p!X1    XnY11     Ygg"
and
f  + y = X1Y11    XgYgg + y
it follows that f is A/y-regular. Since A is local and the sequence ( y, f )
is A-regular, we see that ( f, y) is A-regular cf. [11, (1.1.6)]. In particular, f
is A-regular; hence the ideal I is complete intersection.
Set B = A/I. Since B is not regular, so there exists a nonfree maxi-
mal Cohen–Macaulay B-module L, cf. (1.7) with H=P and H=CM. Since
IQ = J, the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1(1).
5. INFINITE CI-DIMENSION
In this section we prove the last two parts of the main theorem. For this
we need more preparation.
For each local ring B with residue ﬁeld l there exists a graded Lie algebra
over l, denoted π∗B, such that the universal enveloping algebra of π∗B
is equal to the algebra Ext∗Bl l with Yoneda products. For details of the
construction of π∗B see, e.g., [4, §10].
The following results are from [10, (5.3)] and [8, (7.3)(1)].
(5.1) Let B l be a local ring and let L be a ﬁnite B-module. If
CI-dimB L <∞ then the following hold.
(1) The left Ext∗Bl l-module Ext∗BL l is ﬁnite over the l-subalgebra
∗ of Ext∗Bl l, generated by the central elements in π2B.
(2) If cxRM = 1, then SyzBn+2L ∼= SyzBn L for all n
 0.
We use two speciﬁc rings which admit modules with constant Betti num-
bers 2, hence of complexity 1. The ﬁrst ring is a variation of an example
by Avramov, Gasharov, and Peeva proposed by Lo¨fwall, cf. [7, (2.2)(i)] and
the second is an example of Gasharov and Peeva [13, (3.1)].
Example 5.2. Let l be a ﬁeld, let X = X1X2X3X4 be a set of
indeterminates over l and set A = l!X"X. Let I be the ideal of A gener-
ated by the elements
X21 X1X2 −X3X4X1X2 −X24 X1X3 −X2X4
X1X4 −X22 X1X4 −X2X3X1X4 −X23
and set B = A/I.
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(5.3) Let B be the ring deﬁned in Example 5.2 and let xi denote the
image of Xi in B for i = 1     4. Consider the sequence of homomor-
phisms of free B-modules
F = · · · ψ−→ B2 ϕ−→ B2 ψ−→ B2 ϕ−→ · · · 
where
ϕ =
(
x3 x1
x4 x2
)
and ψ =
(
x2 −x1
−x4 x3
)

Set L = Cokerϕ. By [7, (2.2)(i)] the complex F is exact, so βnBL = 2 for
all n ≥ 0. A similar computation to [7, Section 3] shows that the complex
F∗ is also exact; hence G-dimB L = 0 cf., e.g., [9, (3.1)].
Lemma 5.4. For the ring B in 5.2 the graded Lie algebra π∗B contains
no nonzero central element of degree 2.
Proof. By the arguments in [7, p. 4], the fact that B has a module L with
constant Betti numbers, cf. Lemma 5.3, implies that the Poincare´ series of
l over B is given by the formula
PBl t =
1
1− 4t + 3t2 
Writing it as an inﬁnite product
PBl t =
1+ t41+ t381+ t5ε5 · · ·
1− t271− t4ε4 · · · 
from [4, (10.2.1)(2)], we obtain the equalities
rankl π
1B = 4 rankl π2B = 7 rankl π3B = 8
By the arguments of [7, p. 4], we see that the graded Lie algebra π∗B
is generated by elements t1 t2 t3, and t4 of degree 1 with the following
relations:
!t1 t2" + !t3 t4" + t24 = 0
!t1 t3" + !t2 t4" = 0
!t1 t4" + t22 + !t2 t3" + t23 = 0
A direct computation then shows that the following elements of π2B are
linearly independent, and hence form a basis
u1 = t21  u2 = !t1 t2" u3 = !t1 t3" u4 = !t1 t4"
u5 = t22  u6 = !t2 t3" u7 = !t3 t4"
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Computing the brackets !ti uj" for i = 1     4 and j = 1     7 by using
the Jacobi identity, and using the relations !ti t2i " = 0 for i = 1     4 we
see that the following elements form a basis for π3B
vi = !t1 ui+1" for i = 1     6 v7 = !t2 t4" v8 = !t2 t6"
Let u =∑7i=1 aiui be a central element of degree 2 in π∗B. The equality
!t1 u" = 0 implies
∑7
i=2 aivi−1 = 0, so t = a1t1. The equality !t2 u" = 0
then implies −a1v1 = 0, so we conclude that u = 0.
Throughout the section, Q n denotes a local ring and J denotes an
ideal in Q contained in n2. We set R = Q/J.
Part 4. If Q is an algebra over a ﬁeld l and depthQ ≥ 4, then there exists
a perfect ideal J of grade 4 and an R-module M with
0 = CI∗-dimRM < CI-dimRM = ∞
Proof. Let A and B be the rings deﬁned in Example 5.2. The ideal I
is perfect of grade 4 because it contains X31     X
3
4 . Let a1     a4 be a
regular sequence in n, let α A→ Q be the local homomorphism given by
αXi = ai for i = 1     4
and set J = IQ. The ideal J contains the Q-regular sequence a31     a34;
hence grade J ≥ 4. Applying 3.7(2) we see that the ideal J is perfect of
grade 4. Let L be the B-module with G-dimB L = 0, from (5.3) and setM =
L⊗B R. Since α is ﬂat cf., e.g., [18, Exercise 22.2], we obtain G-dimRM =
0 cf. (1.8). By Theorem 3.1(1) we have PRMt = PBLt = 2/1 − t; in
particular, cxRM = 1; hence CI∗-dimRM = 0.
It remains to prove that CI-dimRM is inﬁnite. Since α is local ﬂat homo-
morphism, so is B ⊗A α; hence applying (1.8) with H = CI we get
CI-dimB L ≤ CI-dimRM
Thus, it is enough to show CI-dimB L = ∞. If we suppose that CI-dimB L <
∞, then Lemma 5.4 and (5.1)(1) imply ExtnBL l = 0 for all n 
 0. This
is impossible, since ExtnBL l ∼= l2 for all n ≥ 0.
(5.5) Let l be a ﬁeld and let a be a nonzero element of l, let X = X1
X2X3X4X5 be a set of indeterminates over l, and set A = l!X"X.
Let I be the ideal of A generated by the elements
aX1X3 +X2X3X1X4 +X2X4X23 −X2X5 + aX1X5
X24 −X2X5 +X1X5X21 X22 X3X4X3X5X4X5X25
and set B = A/I. This ring is Gorenstein by [13, (3.1)(i)].
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(5.6) Let B be the ring deﬁned in (5.5) and let xi denote the image of
Xi in B for i = 1     5. Consider the sequence of homomorphisms of free
B-modules
F = · · · −→ B2−n− 1 ϕn+1→ B2−n ϕn−→ B2−n+ 1 −→ · · · 
where
ϕn =
(
x1 a
nx3 + x4
0 x2
)

Gasharov and Peeva [13, (3.1)] prove that F is a minimal free resolution of
L = Cokerϕ0, and that SyzBn+qL ∼= SyzBn L for all n 
 0 if and only if
aq = 1.
Part 5. If Q is an algebra over a ﬁeld l with cardl > 3, and depthQ ≥
5, then there exists a Gorenstein ideal J with grade J = 5 and an R-module
M with
0 = G∗-dimRM = CI∗-dimRM < CI-dimRM = ∞
Proof. Since l = 0±1, there exists an element a of l such that a2 = 1.
Let B be the Gorenstein ring deﬁned in (5.5). As the ring A is regular, the
ideal I is Gorenstein cf., e.g., [11, p. 120]. Let a1     a5 be a regular
sequence in n, let α A→ Q be the local homomorphism given by
αXi = ai for i = 1     5
and set J = IQ. Since I contains the elements X41     X45 , the ideal J con-
tains A-regular sequence a41     a
4
5; hence grade J ≥ grade I = 5. Let L
be the module from (5.6) and set M = L⊗B R. Applying Theorem 3.1(2)
we obtain that the ideal J is Gorenstein of grade 5 and G∗-dimRM = 0.
By Theorem 3.1(1) and (5.6) we see that cxRM = 1; therefore by deﬁni-
tion and by Proposition 2.6 we have CI∗-dimRM = 0. It remains to prove
CI-dimRM = ∞. Since α is local ﬂat homomorphism, so is B ⊗A α; hence
applying (1.8) with H = CI we get CI-dimB L ≤ CI-dimRM . Thus, it is
enough to show CI-dimB L = ∞. From (5.6) and the choice of a, SyzBn+2L
is not isomorphic to SyzBn L for n
 0. Therefore CI-dimB L is inﬁnite by
(5.1)(2).
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